ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION mental rotation (MR).
A discrete RC strategy is here defined as the maintenance of acquired groups early in learning, but only the 12T groups late in learning ( Fig. 2A) . To quantify this, we 138 examined the means of median RTs over 6 cycles between early learning (first 6 cycles) and late 139 learning (last 6 cycles) across our four conditions. Note, we defined a cycle as 2 trials in the 2T 140 group and 12 trials in the 12T group to control for the inherent difference between set size 141 conditions in the number of exposures at each target location. These RTs (Fig. 2C) were 142 submitted to a 3-way mixed factorial ANOVA with a within-subjects factor of Time (early vs. late 
right). (B) Experiments 2-3: FREE task: Subjects performed trial pairs consisting of learning trials (left) and execution trials (right). Thirteen rotation sizes were pseudorandomly presented (-90˚:15˚:90˚). FORCED task:
Subjects were required to initiate their movement after target presentation and < 100 ms after the fourth tone. Targets could appear in either one of 12 locations (Exp. 2) or one of 2 locations (Exp. 3). The time of target appearance was titrated to induce subjects to react with a distribution of RTs.
due to the number of stimuli subjects are prepared to react to (Hick, 1952) .
147
We found a significant main effect of Time (F(76) = 67.97, p < 0.001), reflecting the fact 148 that all groups decreased their RT over training. A significant effect of Rotation Magnitude was 149 also observed, suggesting that subjects may have employed a parametric MR strategy -larger 150 rotations resulted in larger RTs (F(76) = 8.32, p = 0.005). We did not find a main effect of Set Size 
187
We now consider the role of implicit motor adaptation in our task: First, delayed feedback 188 appeared to be effective for limiting implicit adaptation, as average aftereffects across the sample 189 were only 2.71˚ (Fig. 2B ). This suggests that the vast majority of learning was driven by a strategy 190 rather than implicit motor adaptation (Taylor et al., 2014). However, even though aftereffects were subtle, there were significant differences in movement angle in the washout block with respect to 
214
As sign errors were relatively rare (especially in the 2T groups), we pooled sign error data 215 over all subjects in each group. Sign errors were designated as trials where the subject reached 216 ≤ -15˚ from the target location (i.e. in the direction opposite the correct positive response). As 217 depicted in the histograms in Figure 3 , swap errors were the more common sign error in the 2T 218 groups, consistent with an incorrect discrete response being retrieved from working memory. Flip 219 errors, however, were the more common error in the 12T groups, consistent with a parametric 220 algorithm that can occasionally confuse the rotation sign. (We note that given the sparsity of these 221 data and the necessity of pooling, this is a qualitative analysis that should be interpreted with 222 appropriate caution.)
Experiment 2: Constraining RT reveals parametric transformation of movement plans

225
Experiment 1 provided evidence supporting our hypothesis that parametric MR and 226 discrete RC strategies comprise two deliberate action selection strategies in a visuomotor 227 adaptation task. In Experiments 2 and 3, we wanted to further confirm that these mechanisms
228
were valid descriptions of true within-trial mental computations. To do this, we adopted a "forced 
237
To investigate mental rotation-like computations, we used a within-subject design with two 238 tasks: One task (the FREE task) had no constraints on RT -this task was designed to replicate 
261
The FORCED task utilized a modified forced-RT paradigm to interrupt putative mental cursor, and subjects were thoroughly educated about the rotation before this block began.
We focused on trials where subjects reached on time in accordance with the fourth tone
272
(µ = 78.90% of trials). Our first analysis involved measuring subjects' reach angles as a function 273 of RT. RTs were binned by 25 ms from 0 ms through 400 ms, with the final bin including all RTs 274 above 400 ms. To quantify MR, we first needed to identify the RT at which subjects' movement 275 angles "settled" on a direction that was reliably sensitive to the presented target location (at very Supplementary Fig. 1 ) from the 7th to the 8th RT bin (150-175ms), suggesting that 280 at RTs over 150ms, subjects began to make non-random movements. We note that this result is 
282
After this critical bin, reaching angles linearly increased with RT towards the solution ( 
294
For the FREE task, this was done by regressing each subjects' execution trial data (Fig. 4B) , and,
295
for the FORCED task, by regressing each subject's full data set above the critical RT (RT X 
304
We note that average RTs in the FREE task ( 
314
Control analyses confirm predictions of a parametric-MR strategy
315
We now address three alternative explanations for the observed linear rise in mean reach 
322
Second, subjects' non-random reaches could be limited to the 0˚ target direction (i.e. a
323
"prepotent" response; Stroop, 1935) but with an incorrect sign. We interpret these errors as sign flips, echoing Experiment 1 (Fig. 3 ). 
336
would be consistent with the a priori predictions of a discrete RC strategy with swap errors.
337
As predicted, the mean parameters of the Free-µ model showed evidence for MR (Fig. 338 
342
though we reasoned this result may be driven by the two deviant points (both > 1.5 sd from the 343 mean) in the first two RT bins (Fig. 5B, green) . Figure 5C shows the full probability density For our next analysis, we again analyzed the mode of pooled movement angles across 395 the RT bins. Unlike the 12-target condition in Experiment 2, we did not find a linear trend in the 2- 
420
Here, we computed ∆AIC between models at each RT bin separately (Fig. 8) 
423
with our predictions, subjects in the 12-target condition were likely using a parametric MR strategy 424 whereas subjects in the 2-target condition were likely using a discrete RC strategy.
Mental rotation pace from FREE task predicts RT differences during visuomotor learning
427
By intermixing different rotation sizes, the FREE task in Experiment 2 provided us with a 428 precise estimate of subjects' mental rotation paces when RT was unconstrained (Fig. 4B ). If our 429 hypothesis is correct, the average mental rotation pace from the FREE task should correspond to 430 observed RT differences between the 75˚ and 25˚ conditions from Experiment 1. Moreover, this 431 correspondence should hold for the 12T conditions at both the beginning and end of learning, but
432
only the beginning of learning in the 2T conditions in Experiment 1 (Fig 2C) . As shown in Figure   433 9, the regression line predicted by the FREE task was consistent with MR occurring in all subjects 
443
would affect the transfer of visuomotor learning to novel stimuli. We reasoned that subjects using 444 a discrete response caching strategy (RC) would show diminished generalization relative to 445 subjects using a parametric mental rotation strategy (MR). This could occur because under an
446
RC regime, specific local instances are learned, whereas under an MR regime, a global rule (or
447
"structure") is learned that can be applied indiscriminately.
448
In Experiment 4, subjects were trained on a 45˚ rotation in a constrained region of the 449 workspace with either 2 targets (2T) or 8 targets (8T), with the width between the furthest targets 450 matched between conditions (Fig 10; see Methods for details). After a brief rotation training block,
451
subjects experienced a generalization test that involved extrapolating their learning to novel target 452 locations (Fig. 10) . While this experiment could not infer subjects' learning strategies in the same way as Experiments 1-3, we reasoned that the set size manipulation should bias subjects toward
As predicted, subjects in the 2T group showed more narrow generalization relative to the
456
8T group (Fig. 11A ). These effects were generally symmetric, as shown in Figure 11B . To 457 investigate group differences, we performed a trial-by-trial regression analysis on subjects' 458 movement angles toward the generalization targets ( Fig. 11C; Fig. S6 ; see Methods for details).
459
First, we found that the amount of practice (i.e., a trial-number regressor) predicted an increase 
DISCUSSION
The role of working memory in motor learning is not well understood, though it is clear that working memory strategies that contribute to learning in a visuomotor rotation task -discrete 
480
In contrast, a discrete RC strategy manifests as a look-up 
491
However, if a complex computation like mental rotation becomes "cached," it is hard to discern if the computation have been cached, and the computation itself is thus no longer needed (Logan, planning (e.g. leveraging a model of the world) to retrieval-based S-R (Fig. 9C ). This form of S-R
498
could then itself be proceduralized as model-free habit, no longer requiring working memory. In 499 this framework, difficult computations are not transformed or discarded during skill learning, but 500 rather come to be bypassed during response preparation. Future studies using extended training 501 could test this hypothesis. However, we note that our observation of swap errors (Fig. 3) 
536
were challenged by an alternative explanation, which posits that the gradual "averaging" of an
537
initial motor plan at 0˚ with a second plan at 90˚ could give the appearance of mental rotation
538
(Cisek & Scott, 1999). This response substitution account has been supported by the behavioral
539
finding that subjects appear to involuntarily average co-active motor plans in "go-before-you- 
545
In a recent study, Wong & Haith (2017) used a go-before-you-know task where subjects had to 546 initiate a movement between two targets before one was cued as the goal. Critically, when moving 547 relatively slowly (average movement times ~ 600 ms), subjects often reached at an angle between 548 two competing targets until the goal target was cued, after which they swerved to the correct 549 choice. However, when moving quickly (average movement times ~ 300 ms), subjects often 550 moved in a straight line to one of the two options, making no corrections after the cue. These and 
557
design and results suggest that neither obligatory averaging of co-active motor plans (Stewart et that parametric rotation of a motor plan is the most parsimonious explanation. Fig. 2B ), both the FREE and FORCED tasks of Experiment 2 (Fig. 4) , and the 8T group's training 563 target behavior in Experiment 4 (Fig. 11A) . In contrast, when performing discrete RC, subjects 564 appear to reach all the way to the solution (2T groups Fig. 2B; Fig. 6 ). We do not have a clear
565
result that speaks to this issue. One speculation is that due to the extra computation time needed
566
for mental rotation, a latent "urgency" signal may drive subjects to initiate their movement before 567 they're finished rotating, perhaps reflecting a speed-accuracy trade off. Another detail in our data 568 is that MR in the 12-target FORCED task (Experiment 2) appears to start with a rapid jump
569
followed by a linear rotation; this is most clearly shown when looking at the model fit (Fig.5B ). This
570
suggests that the MR process may involve a complex sequence of discrete rotations with varying 571 magnitudes.
572
In terms of the neural substrates of parametric MR and discrete RC, we present several 
647
In a baseline block (36 trials), subjects reached to the targets with veridical endpoint 648 feedback. At the start of the subsequent rotation block, the rotation was abruptly applied and was 649 maintained for 300 trials, all with endpoint feedback. Finally, in the washout block, subjects were 650 told to cease any strategy they may have adopted to counter the rotation and reach directly for 
821
subjects experienced a consistent 45˚ rotation (or -45˚, for counterbalancing), and received cursor 822 feedback on 50% of those trials. In the learning block, subjects were divided into two groups: a
823
2T group and an 8T group. In the 2T group, learning targets appeared at one of two locations
824
140˚ apart, with the specific pair of locations counterbalanced across subjects. In the 8T group,
825
learning targets appeared at one of 8 possible locations, spaced equally in a 140˚ region, with the 826 specific locations also counterbalanced across subjects.
827
The generalization block tested how subjects extrapolated their learning to a new region and in the other 50% of trials targets appeared at one of 10 equally-spaced novel locations within without allowing for new learning at the generalization targets, no feedback was given on a final washout block, subjects were told to cease any strategy they were using to counter the 839 rotation and reach directly for the presented targets. 
851
Generalization was analyzed as follows: First, subjects' movement angles were rotated to 852 a common reference frame so that the learning target region lied between 20˚ and 160˚. For 853 visualization purposes, movement angle generalization functions were computed according to 854 both the raw target angle (Fig. 11A ) and the change in movement angle as a function of the 855 target's absolute distance from the nearest learning target (Fig. 11B) . For group comparisons, a 856 trial-by-trial regression analysis was performed using movement angles on generalization trials
857
(i.e. movements to novel targets) as the dependent variable, and four separate z-scored 
